Abstract. The HCN/HNC linelist of Harris et al. ApJ, 578, 657, (2002), is the most accurate and extensive ab initio linelist in existence. However it suffers from the inherent accuracy problems of ab initio data. The band centres of some overtone bands 1 − deviate by up to 10 cm from experimental values. To improve the quality of many of our line frequencies we are in the process of substituting the available experimentally determined HCN energy levels for their ab initio counterparts. Thus improving the accuracy of many of the strongest HCN/HNC line frequencies. We propose to generate an 13 13 approximate H C N linelist using experimentally determined energy levels of H C N with our HCN line intensities. Our preliminary results are presented here.
Introduction
In cool carbon rich atmospheres, such as those of AGB carbon stars HCN is known to be an important source of opacity [1] . Triatomic molecules such as HCN have rich and varied infrared spectra containing billions of rotationalvibrational lines. It is near-impossible to measure the intensities and frequencies of all the lines, of astrophysical importance, in the laboratory. Therefore ab initio spectroscopic studies of the spectra of these molecules is of great importance.
For HCN, the most accurate and complete linelist in existence is that of Harris and co-workers [2] . This linelist also contains the often neglected isomer of HCN, HNC, which has been shown [3] to have a significant effect on the atmospheric structure and spectra of C-stars. The linelist of Harris and coworkers suffers from the usual inherent accuracy problems of ab initio data, the 1 − line positions of hot bands often deviate by up to 10 cm from laboratory data. Such large deviations in band and line frequencies make comparison of synthetic and observed spectra difficult at medium to high resolution. Furthermore as 13 the atmospheres of C-giants are usually enriched with C, thus the ideal HCN 13 linelist would account for the isotopomer H CN. In this poster we discuss the our linelist and our progress toward improving the accuracy of the linelist and 2T he HCN/HNC Linelist.
The calculation of theH CN/HNC linelisto fH arrisa nd co-workers [ 2] took 18 months on a2 4-processor SGi Origin2000. It wasp erformedu sing thed iscrete variable representation (DVR)inconjunctionwith the CCSD(T)/cc-CVQZ HCN/HNC global potentialenergysurface of vanMourikand co-workers [4] .The linelist contains nearly 400 millionl ines ando ver1 50 000 rotation-vibrationenergy levels. Them aximum energycut-off is at 18 000 cm
abovethe HCNzero pointe nergy andt he lineliste xtendst oamaximumr otationalq uantum numberJof 60. The HCN/HNC partitionf unction calculatedw itht his data set at 3000 Ki s9 3% of ther otationally converged partitionf unction of Barbera nd co-workers [5] , indicating thatt he linelista ccounts fora pproximately 93% of all HCN/HNC opacity.
Ourc alculation considers theH CN/HNC as ones ystem so uses only the3 rigorousq uantum numbers, these aret he angularm omentumq uantum number (J), the parity andnthen umbero ft he energy level in the J-parityb lock.
3I mprovingt he Accuracy of theL inelist andA ccounting for Isotopomers
Figure1showsasynthetic stellars pectrum calculated with theH CN/HNC linelisto fH arrisa nd co-workersa nd also theo bserved spectrumo fW ZC as, between 3.55 and3 .63 µ m. This corresponds to the region in which the Qb rancho ft he HCNb and ∆v 2 =1, ∆v 3 =1 is important.W ehavelabelled thebandcentres of the Qbranches of the fundamental andt he hotb ands using both experimentala nd ab initio data.T he band centresa re listed in table 1. Clearlyt he ab initio band centres deviatef romt he experimentalb andc entres by an amount that less than the resolving powerofthe ISO/SWS. This is reflectedint he differencesbetween the experimentaland ab initio band centres seen in table 1. To improve the accuracy of the line positions we intend to substitutee xperimentally determined HCN energy levels foro ur ab initio energy levels. Many rotation-vibrationl ines have been measuredinthe laboratory by Maki andco-workers [6] . In particularenergy levelsu pt o( 0,5,5,1) have been determined forb othH CN andH 13 CN. In order to substitute in experimentalenergylevelswemustassign approximatequantum numbers v 1 , v 2 , l , v 3 ,toour energy levels.W ehaveassigned 18 000ofour lowest lying energyl evels by,fi rstly manually assigning theJ =0 and1levelsu pt o 10 000 cm
.W efi ttedt hese states with ther idged rotore xpansion combined with apolynomialexpansion in thev ibrationalquantum numbers. Thisallowed us to estimate the positions of the energy levels with higher rotational excitation andh ence by comparison,m akee nergyl evel assignments. Figure 2s hows ap loto ft he absorbanceo ft he lowl ying ∆v 2 =1, ∆v 3 =1 bands, which we have been able to calculate using ourenergy level assignments. This enables us to determine whichb ands arer esponsible fora bsorptioni no ur synthetic spectra.W ea re currentlyi nt he process of collatingt he experimental Table1 . Laboratory and ab initio band centresf or ∆ v 2 =1, ∆ v 3 =1bands of HCN andH 13 CN.V alues in square brackets indicate bands whichh aven ot been directly measured, but can be calculated from otherm easuredt ransitions. 
4C onclusion.
In an efforttoimprove theaccuracy of ourlinelistwehaveassigned 18 000ofthe lowest lying energyl evels in ourl inelist. Using these assignments we intend to substitutee xperimental HCN andH 13 CN data into ourl inelist. This will allow us to achieve better agreementwith observedstellar spectra and also to account forH 13 CN absorption.
